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Ken Robins, slammed for his 
opinion on Poly's gay 
community.
Sports
Men's Basketball is ready to play its 
biggest game of the year tonight against 
Big West powerhouse. Long Beach State.
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National Condom Day takes 
the VD out of Valentine’s Day
By Amy Conley
Daily Stoff Writer
Many find it amusing that this 
year’s National Condom Day fails 
on Valentine’s Day.
“I think it’s a funny coinci­
dence myself,” said biochemistry 
junior Terry Quinn with a wink.
Some think this occurance is 
more than dumb luck.
“As a romantic occasion, 
Valentine’s Day is an appropriate 
time to focus on the importance of 
safer sex,” stated Peggy Clarke, 
American Social Health 
Association (ASHA) president.
Cal Poly students have a lot of 
opportunities to focus on safer 
sex. The Health Center Peer 
Educators distribute free con­
doms in the University Union 
Plaza, and the Health Center sells 
15 condoms for $1.18.
Cal Poly students also con­
tribute to the healthy condom 
economy in San Luis Obispo. 
Flavored, glow-in-the-dark, super 
large, ribbed and on lollipop sticks 
— condoms are sold in assorted 
varieties in many local stores.
“Flavored condoms are great,” 
said Jennifer Coakley, and agri­
cultural business freshman. 
“They are fun. I like strawberry.”
Yet, the tried and true styles 
are the big sellers. According to 
Jenifer Guskay, a clerk at 
Thrifty’s on Foothill Boulevard, 
Trojans sell best.
“It’s almost the only brand we 
ever sell,” Guskay said.
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Psychology senior Becky Berkebile and English senior Shouno Moss, both 
members of the sexuality team, tend the condom booth in the U.U.
“I guess I would use Trojans,” 
said Jennifer Ferguson, a nutri­
tional science sophomore “It’s a 
well known brand and I can 
depend on it.”
But it’s not the brand that 
matters, it’s the quality. Trojans 
are latex. Latex condoms are con­
sidered the best protection 
against pregnancy and STDs, 
according to the ASHA.
The new female condom is 
made from polyurethane has been 
labeled effective by ASHA. 
However, the natural membrane 
condoms are not recommended for 
STD protection by ASHA or the
Students to vote on Poly Plan soon
Steering committee 
decides on dates o f 
coming survey, poll
By Jenny Justus
Duly Stoff Writer
Students will get their first 
chance to voice an opinion on the 
Cal Poly Plan beginning this 
month.
The Cal Poly Plan steering 
committee decided on the timeline 
for three separate surveys and a 
campus wide poll. These will give 
the committee an idea about what 
students think about the fee 
increase.
There will be two stratified 
random surveys, and a survey of 
first year Cal Poly students. The 
first in-class survey will be given 
out to about 1,000 students 
between Feb. 17 and 28.
The second in-class survey will
be administered to another 1,000 
students the second and third 
week of April, and the final, cam­
pus wide poll will take place April 
30 and May 1.
Between those two, the steer­
ing committee will hold eight res­
idence hall forums the last week 
in February. Resident advisors 
will distribute surveys to the first 
year students in floor or hall 
meetings after the forums. First 
year students who do not live on 
campus will receive a survey in 
the mail.
“The purpose of the first year 
student survey is to educate the 
students about what is going on 
with the Cal Poly Plan process, 
and encourage them to partici­
pate in the campus wide poll,” 
said Guy Welch, ASI director of 
academic affairs.
The steering committee also 
received mid-year reports on all 
current Cal Poly Plan funded pro­
jects in their meeting. Each pro-
Women’s Week features 
Asian American speaker
By Jennifer Burk
Daily Staff Writer
“Can you name any famous 
Asian women?”
This question asked by ethnic 
studies lecturer Jane Fong 
silenced the room.
“What about a famous African 
American woman?”
This question had the opposite 
effect on those in attendance of 
the “Asian Women in American 
Culture: Myths and Realities” lec­
ture held Tuesday.
Center for Disease Control (CDC).
According to the Institute of 
Medicine, half of the top 10 most 
frequently reported infectious dis­
eases in the United States are 
sexually transmitted.
“By using a condom, you may 
avoid transmitting an infection 
that you don’t even know you 
have,” Clarke stated.
One of the most feared sexual­
ly transmitted disease is AIDS. 
The CDC found that consistent 
and correct condom use protected 
98 to 100 percent of people with 
HIV-positive partners.
ject director was required to turn 
in a mid-year report to the com­
mittee and according to Linda 
Dalton, interim associate provost 
for institutional planning, each 
project director turned them in on 
deadline.
Dalton said that the projects 
are on track according to the 
reports. All project directors have 
used about 50 percent of the 
money they were given by the Cal 
Poly Plan, and that they are at 
the half way point in the fiscal 
year. One area that is lower in 
spending than the others is the 
portion of the funding given to the 
projects for student assistants.
“It was decided by the commit­
tee last year that one way to pro­
vide support to students is to give 
them jobs, and projects were 
encouraged to do that,” Dalton 
said.
She said many of the project 
directors have not used the money
See PLAN page 5
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Ethnic studies lecturer Jane Fong 
speaks Tuesday at Women's Week.
Attended by more than 20 
male and female students and fac­
ulty, Fong, who has a doctorate in 
psychology, traced the history of 
Asian women in America as part 
of the 15th annual Women’s 
Week.
Although a diverse number of 
races were represented at the lec­
ture, the first question stumped 
them all.
“How can this question remain 
unanswered when there are so 
many Asian women in high 
places?” Fong asked.
Do the names Connie Chung, 
Yoko Ono or Kristy Yamaguchi 
ring a bell, she inquired.
Along with others, these Asian 
descendants were only recognized 
after accomplishing highly 
regarded goals, she said.
“Once Asian women reach a 
certain place in .society they must 
sustain it,” Fong said. “We can’t 
sustain it, we’re not real. We are 
subhuman.”
The future is a double edged 
sword for Asian women, she said.
"The greater society has to rec­
ognize our talent,” Fong said. “But 
Asian women have to say this is 
what 1 want, and this is how I’m 
going to do it.”
Asian women are still over­
coming many of the myths and 
stereotypes placed on them at 
birth, some of which trace to their 
early days in the Americas, she 
said.
When Asian immigrants 
arrived in a plenitude beginning 
in 1848, Asian women were recog­
nized for a specific talent - prosti­
tution, Fong said.
The first Asian women on the 
West Coast were sold as prosti­
tutes. Some were sold by their 
own family for money. Fong 
detailed the three classes that the 
women were put into, which all 
dealt with prostitution. The only 
difference was the place they 
worked.
After this era, between 1882 
and 1965, the United States only 
admitted 105 Chinese people.
“Compare this number to the 
See WOMEN page 8
Ceremony to be held  F rid a y  
fo r  student k ille d  la st weekend
ByGiiSury
A ceremony will be held at 
Stenner Glen this Friday to 
honor the memory of materials 
engineering freshman Justin  
Johnson who died in a car acci­
dent last Saturday.
Tlie ceremony will take place 
on a grassy patch outside 
Stenner Glen’s cafeteria, where a 
tree will be planted in Johnson’s 
name.
Open to the public, the cere­
mony is scheduled to start at 1 
p.m. and will be conducted by 
College Pastor Mark Giralmo
from Grace Church of San Luis 
Obispo.
Several members of the Grace 
College Fellowship, to which 
Johnson belonged, will speak at 
the ceremony. Some of Johnson’s 
closest friends will also be invit­
ed to speak.
Giralmo will give a talk on 
several Bible verses, including 
one from Micah 6:8 that 
Johnson’s family singled out as 
one of his favorite verses.
'The ceremony will take place 
at 1050 Foothill Blvd. and is 
expected to last between 45 min­
utes and an hour.
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Give the gift that loves back, adopt a zoo animal
By Lenna Oravdorian
Doily Stoff Writer
Tired of the same old box of melted choco­
lates and bouquet of roses for Valentine’s 
Day? How about trying something cute, cud­
dly and fuzzy?
The Zoological Society of San Luis Obispo 
County is encouraging people to adopt zoo 
animals for Valentine’s Day. “Adopt an 
Animal” is an annual program put on by the 
Zoological Society of the Charles Paddock 
Z(K) in the Atascadero Lake Park. Proceeds 
from the program help support the zoo’s ani­
mals and celebrate Valentine’s Day. 
The Zoological Society is one of the vai-- 
ious groups that raises money for the 
zoo.
“I think it’s a great idea, “ Claudia 
Collier, the zoo’s general curator said. 
“It’s a fun way to give a valentine to the 
person who has it all. And it helps the 
zoo at the same time.”
Those interested in adopting can 
choose from a list of 50 different ani­
mals. Although the zoo is small, it 
houses a diverse group of animals, from 
native creatures to endangered species.
The person whom the animal is 
adopted for receives a certificate of 
adoption, educational information 
about their animal, and a special valen­
tine poem. Their name is also posted on
an adoption board in the center of 
the zoo. The animal remains prop­
erty of the zoo, but adoptive parents 
are welcome to visit it as often as 
they like, said Rita Robinson, edu­
cation coordinator at the zoo.
‘The program has been very 
successful for several years,”
Robinson said. “Some people do it 
year after year. It’s a fun thing.”
The adopted animal is spon­
sored for one year. The donation 
made for adoption goes toward the 
care and feeding of the animal, 
improving habitat, providing educational 
programs and promoting conservation.
The cost of adoption depends on the ani­
mal and ranges from $15 to $100. For $15 
dollars, a potbelly pig can brightens some­
one’s day. A porcupine, llama or desert tor­
toise can be adopted for $25, and a Burmese 
python for $50. A beautiful Bengal tiger can 
be sponsored for $100.
Whatever the price, whomever the per­
son, Robinson assures a match can be made.
“You can find an animal that would
Daily photos by Michael Brennan
appeal to just about anyone, “ she said.
“Everybody does it,” Collier said. “From 
individuals to scout groups. Some even do it 
as a memorial to someone.”
Those interested in adopting can call or 
stop by the zoo to arrange for adoption..
Robinson encourages people to adopt an 
animal for their Valentine’s sweetheart and 
“give the gift that gives all year long.” 
Collier agrees.
“It lasts longer than a dozen roses!” she 
said.
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GE&B Committee 
given power boost 
by Academic Senate
By Amy Omtey
Daily Staff Writer
The Academic Senate passed a 
resolution TXiesday that creates a 
new general education and breadth 
(GE&B) committee which will oper­
ate like a department with a part- 
time paid director and more inde­
pendent power.
The current GE&B committee 
asked the Academic Senate to cre­
ate the new GE&B committee. 
Robert Schmidt, current GE&B 
committee chairman, said his com­
mittee* doesn’t have enough power 
to do what needs to be done in the 
coming years when GP^&B will be 
re*structured.
The new committee, if approved 
by President Warren Baker, will be 
able to operate as a department, 
making its own decisions on day-to- 
day functions.
“I believe this is a fair and 
appropriate compromise,” Baker 
wrote in a memo to the Academic
Senate
When the curriculum changes to 
mostly four-unit classes, the GE&B 
program will need to make a lot of 
quick, informed decisions, Schmidt 
said. The change will affect the 
amount of GE&B units required 
and the GE&B curriculum.
The new GE&B committee can 
make “curricular and programmatic 
recommendations via a dean to the 
Academic Senate,” according to the 
resolution.
The senate argued over whether 
the colleges should be equally repre­
sented in the committee or weighted 
toward the colleges of liberal arts 
and science and mathematics. Most 
GE&B cla.sses are taught by liberal 
arts and science and mathematics 
professors.
‘Tou will never have a strong GE 
department if the GE teachers have 
no control,” said John Hampsey, 
GE&B ad hoc committee chairman.
Professors from the other four
See SENATE page 10
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“With thousands of lenses in stix'k we can fill your 
out-of-town prescription at mail-order prices.”
Oliver Peoples 
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Optometrie Center 
Dr. Dave Schultz
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O rd er all your graduation needs including: 
Class Rings (save up to $130 on Gold Rings), 
Personalized Graduation Announcements, 
Thank You Notes, Custom Seal Note Cards, 
Certificate of Appreciation, Diploma Plaques, 
Graduation Information, and much more!
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Apply for 1997-98 
On-Campus Housing
The tim e is here for ALL CURRENT Cal Poiy Students to reserve a 
Residence Hail Space for the 1997-1998 Academ ic Year!
The energy and excitement are building as the Housing Staff prepares for the 
coming year. If you have not already decided to live in the Residence Halls next 
year, here are some new programs and services you may want to factor into your 
decision making...
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Stop by the Housing Office (Building 29) or call 756-1226 for more Information
Need a date for V-Day? 
Many find love in ads
By Maria T. Garcia
Daily Stoff Writer
Attractive, SWF, 26, loves 
adventures, the outdoors, ani­
mals, country music,
etc...Searching for handsome, out­
doors type, 25 to 35, to enjoy life 
and the adventures it has to offer.
Welcome to the world of per­
sonal ads and dating .services. In 
this technical, fast paced society 
more people are resorting to alter­
native methods to meet Mr. or Ms. 
Right.
These services, 
however, are not all 
they’re cracked up 
to he. There are 
costs involved 
and critics say it 
takes the
romance and 
mystery out of 
falling in love.
Call them
logical and systematic, 
but personal ads and dat­
ing services continue to 
a ttrac t lonely men and 
women.
“There’s ___ i r T " " -
obviously 
a need for it. It’s a
phone call costs $1.69 per minute. 
The average response lasts from 3 
to 5 minutes.
While personal ads are popu­
lar among divorced people in their 
30s and 4Us, Eric said Cal Poly 
students comprise about 10 per­
cent of all the ads in Connections.
“Cal Poly students do run ads 
but they get a low number of 
responses,” Eric said. “The whole 
concept is more appealing to 
someone in their 30s. They have 
been out of circulation for a while.
They don’t 
k n o w  
how to 
d a t e  
because they’re 
out of experience.” 
At Together
Personal Introduction
Services, meeting a mate is not 
left to chance. Their services 
are a little more scientific.
“We personally do the 
matching,” said franchise 
owner Paul Goldenberg. “We 
don’t have some com­
puter doing the 
matching.”
. ^  T ogetherClAJOYS TsATE ERofh TUB .inter-
Ì
venue for people 
to meet people,” said Eric who 
manages Connections, the New 
Times weekly personal ad section. 
Eric declined to give his last name 
because he said he doesn’t want 
his personal and work life to mix.
At Connections people can run 
a four-week, 30-word personal ad 
at no cost. Ads with more than 30 
words are charged $1 per word 
more than 30 words. In addition 
to running your ad. Connections 
will also provide free voice mail 
that can be used with a touch- 
tone telephone. You only pay if 
you respond to an ad, and the
views and per­
sonality profiles to qualify people 
for membership. The question­
naires screen out the unemployed 
or financially insecure, 
Goldenberg said.
“You need to be financially and 
emotionally ready for a long term 
relationship,” he said. “You should 
have everything in place, but 
you’re just missing that special 
someone.”
With more than 2,500 mem­
bers throughout the Central 
Coast, Together is by no means a
See ADS page 6
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Informal poll: Baker 
as Rupaul or 
Dennis Rodman?
J o h a n n a  Va n d elijv
My cousin Jonny Vandal asked me to fill in 
this week for him. Seems he’s out scouring the 
campus looking for more dirt to dig up.
Meanwhile...
Mark your calendars, people. It’s Cal Poly 
Plan fun time again. Once again, the Steering 
Committee is steering the students of Cal Poly 
into another survey. Or is it a poll? Or a refer­
endum? Or a survey? Or a census? Or a sam­
pling?
The snowball effect of the Cal Poly Plan 
seems to be gaining momentum, and no matter 
what you think, you’re going to pay more to 
get more, and you’re going to like it!
Any way you cut it, seems as though most 
students don’t care too much for another cam­
pus tally of their opinions of the Cal Poly Plan. 
The way I see it, the only consensus on cam­
pus seems to be that students don’t  know 
what’s happening with the Plan, and feel like 
it’s going to progress no matter what they 
think.
Students generally feel hopeless about the 
plan. The CSU approved it, ASI approved it, 
Mustang Daily said it supports it, the 
Academic Senate approved it and now it’s 
going to receive national attention in 
Washington, D.C. And this all happened before 
you get a chance to officially “vote” on it.
But wait, before the poll, another survey will 
be taken in classes and dorms. The steering 
committee says it’s going to “educate” us on 
the plan. Isn’t that kinda like an institutional 
propaganda campaign to twist our heads into 
supporting it? I’m no conspiracy theorist, but I 
can’t help but wonder how they’re going to 
achieve this “education” task. Care to answer a 
survey, anyone?
So, what if everyone voted a big fat “NO” on 
the Cal Poly Plan? What would happen? Would 
you get your money back from this year’s 
increase? Sure would cause headaches for 
Baker, don’t  you think? I say the students of 
Cal Poly reject the plan like the students at 
Sonoma State did to their Poly Plan-modeled 
approach to campus-based fee increases.
My bet is this: President Baker rides the Cal 
Poly Plan snowball all the way to the CSU 
Chancellorship sometime within the next five 
years.
Speaking of President Baker, a little bird 
told me the prez will be undergoing a public- 
image change sometime in the near future. 
Could a pierced eyebrow be in his future? 
Maybe a goatee or a new clothing designer? 
How ’bout a British accent instead of the 
Boston one?
No, sounds like it’ll be more along the lines 
of him being more visible on campus. He 
already started with that Humanities class he 
recently began to co-teach. Now, maybe he’ll be 
hanging out in the U.U. on Thursdays, shak­
ing hands with students or going to bars on 
Friday nights...that kind of thing.
This should be interesting. A whole PR 
makeover for Baker. Well see if we see more of 
the good president any time soon. For some 
reason, I have my doubts. If it doesn’t fit the 
personality, it ain’t gonna fly, no matter who 
they bring in to do it for him. Unless, of 
course, they hire RuPaul.
O pinion ---------------------------------------------------------------page 4
L e t t e r s  t o  t h e  E d i t o r
C o m m e n t s  o n  P o l y s  g a y  c o m m u n i t y
G LBU a  
growling, 
active, sup­
portive club.
Editor,
My friend Ken, it is relatively rare for me to get 
angry. But, after reading your article (they’re bad-
sorry-poor me), I was relatively 
more angry than usual. Let me 
explain.
First of all, you spoke out of 
ignorance. You see, my friend, I 
have been a member of Gays, 
Lesbians and Bi-sexuals United 
((jLBU) since the Winter o f ’96.
I’ll agree with you that during 
the following two quarters, not much was done. As a 
matter of fact, the club had stopped meeting because 
attendance had dropped to about two or three people at 
the meetings.
However, new hope came about at the beginning of 
Fall quarter. About 20 people showed up at the first 
meeting, and it’s been growing since. Last week we had 
an all-time high of 40 or so. We invited a lesbian couple 
who have been together three years and are raising a 
son to come and share with us their experiences as 
both a couple and as parents. They even brought their 
five-year-old son to the meeting. He was so funny. We 
laughed, had some homemade cookies and had a great 
time. Man, you should have been there. But of course, 
you were probably out looking for someone to “meet 
your needs.”
Secondly, you hurt my feelings Ken. You said we 
were “a bunch of eunuchs.” (For those who don’t know 
what it means, it is a castrated man -  a powerless 
man.) Where did that come from and what did I (we) do to 
you? Or maybe I should say, what did we not do to you? I 
don’t think that any of our current members have “met 
your needs.”
Bitterness, it’s called. Admit it pal, you went to the 
meeting -  one time. (I remember you sat close to me.) You 
realized that you weren’t gonna “get any” because you 
realized that we were not there for “that.” We were actual­
ly talking -  TALKING! -  and you went home disappoint­
ed. Poor you.
Lastly (well, not really lastly, but I have other stuff to 
do) I want to say that my heart goes out to you Ken. You 
are frightened. “I thought I should commit to paper my 
opinions nd observations, sirxce I am about to graduate.” 
Talk about running. And you are hurting. You have been 
harassed. Maybe you just don’t know where, or how, to
express your anger, your fear and your pain. You’re even 
suffering from a symptom called guilt. Sounds like you are 
not too happy to be “there” for others. I hear remorse in 
your words. With Valentine’s Day coming up soon, and 
having no one to give your heart to, it must be very 
painful. I know because I too feel rather sad that I will not 
get a rose, a kiss or an “I love you.” I’m single too.
Ken, you are not alone. When I first came here I too was 
harassed. My roommate and neighbors stopped talking to 
me. I know what it’s like to be a minority. But we should 
not blame the world for our problems. Rather, I suggest 
that we take action -  constructive action -  to make things 
better. I invite you to get to know me as a person, not as a 
club member. Maybe then -  hopefully then -  you will real­
ize that we have more in common than what you suggest 
that we have different.
Javier Torres, Psychology senior
GLBU not a 
dating service
Editor,
This afternoon I decided to sit down on the lawn in front 
of the math building to enjoy the beautiful sunny day and
read Mustang Daily. However, what I 
read in the Opinion section quickly 
ruined my serene and calm state of 
mind.
I am referring to the outrageous 
opinion article by Ken Robins. Mr. Robins’ article is com­
pletely out of line. Just because he has recently had his 
heart broken is absolutely no excuse to lash out at the gay 
community of San Luis Obispo. He claims the Cal Poly 
GLBU Club is a “bad dating service,” and makes various 
other negative statements about its members (calling us 
eunuchs).
I have been to every single GLBU meeting without 
exception since September of last year, and I have not once 
met Ken Robins. Who is he? And just what the hell is he 
talking about?
I would also like to know why Mr. Robins was trying to 
use the GLBU as a dating service. That is not the goal of 
the club. The GLBU is a place for people from the gay 
community to get together, listen to guest speakers (last 
week a lesbian couple raising a child. Log Cabin, represen­
tatives from MCC). The club’s 50-plus members get togeth­
er for a sense of community, to learn about current events 
and to reinforce the feeling that we are not alone. We do 
not play Spin the Bottle or the Dating Game. It is inappro­
priate for Mr. Rohins to expect the GLBU to hook him up 
with Mr. Right.
Speaking of Rohins’ dating problems, he talks about 
waking up with fraternity hoys who won’t even “stay for 
breakfast.” The GLBU is not responsibly for his poor dat­
ing skills. We are not responsible that he .so willingly
offers himself to people who will not commit.
It is a shame that Mr. Robins would make such a specta­
cle of himself in the Daily. He has shamed himself and his 
community. The homosexual citizens of Cal Poly and San 
Luis Obispo have enough crap to deal with from gay bash­
ers outside our “family.” It is especially degrading when 
there are people such as Mr. Robins among us.
Kevin Bourzac 
Biology m ajor and  proud m ember o f  GLBU
Editor,
I was appalled after reading Ken Robins’“Gay Scene” 
opinion article published in Tuesday’s Mustang Daily.
Doesn’t he know that what he wrote 
is what many view as perversion?
He stated that “Cal Poly is a minori­
ty-hostile environment” for gays. If 
this is so, why would he choose to 
attend an agricultural environment 
where he would be offended by our 
views? I just don’t understand why he needed to explain 
vivid details about such a perverse lifestyle (for example 
the “three rings of homos on this campus”) with our stu­
dents. Does Mr. Robins really feel that this action was nec­
essary?
Mr. Robins also stated that “the 
straight scene behaves no differently.” If 
this is true, I would like to know if he 
argues the fact that two people of the 
same sex cannot produce offspring 
together? I would like proof of Mr.
Robins claim of there being a large 
group of homos on this campus!
Lorie Pacholski, Psychology ju n ior
Homosexual
lifestyle
perverse
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W hen it comes to safety, nothing gets past 
our high standards. When it comes to employees, 
our" professional criteria are just as exacting.
As the nation’s leading safety testing company, 
we also represent the unique opportunity. to 
be involved In virtually every product arising from 
today’s technology. It’s an environment that challenges __ 
both your knowledge and ability to learn, while helping you develop a well- 
rounded scope of experience. Join the company where people matter most.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
In these entry level positions, you will be analyzing and evaluating designs for a wide variety of products, 
systems and materials to determine compliance with acceptable safety levels. You’ll also interface heavily 
with clients, so exceptional verbal and written communication skills are essential. You must have a BSEE 
and be willing to travel. The ability to organize and plan effectively is equally important.
We offer a competitive salary, a comprehensive benefits package and an excellent environment to begin 
your career.
We will be recruiting on campus next week. See your career center for more details.
If unable to see us on campus, please send your resume to: Underwriters Laboratories, Julie Blach/HR 
Dept., 1655 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95050, or fax to: (408) 556-6042. TDD (408) 985-7015.
We are an equal opportunity employer.
Underwriters 
Laboratories Inc.»
w w w . u l . c o m
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C R R E E R
Thursday February 20 
10AM - 3PM 
Chumash Audition
Workshops: Effective Networking 
Through the Career Symposium
Thurday, February 13,1997,11 A.M. - Noon,
Career Services, Building 124, Room 224 
Tuesday, February 18,1997,1 P.M. - 2 P.M.,
Career Services, Buliding 124, Room 224
Panel Presentation:
“Consulting, Is it the Career for You?”
Thursday, February 20,1997,3:00 P.M. - 4:30 P.M., 
University Union, San Luis Louge, Room 203
c a r e e r  S e r v ic e s
PLAN from f)(4}>e I
allotted for student assistants 
because many of the projects 
haven’t started yet. All project 
directors must complete what 
they stated in their proposal by 
June 30, 1997. Ualton said there 
is no policy in efTect stating what 
will happen if the projects aren’t 
completed. The committee will 
deal with that on an individual 
basis.
Justin Penza, ASI director of 
university relations, said this 
meeting was important in helping 
the steering committee stay 
informed on each of the projects.
“The fact that we received 
reports on each of the projects 
that are ongoing in the middle of 
the year helps us identify prob­
lems or commend projects that 
are doing really well,” he said. 
“Instead of just throwing them 
the money and saying O.K. we’ll 
see you at the end of the year, 
we’re actually fine-tuning things 
as we go.”
Penza, a bio-chemistry junior, 
said the mid-year reports show 
that the Poly Plan is not just a fee 
increase, but is a process and a 
concept.
“The process is about making 
sure that the people that we give 
money to, and the students that 
are paying to make their educa­
tion better, are actually doing 
that,” he said. “The reports we got 
are very helpful tools in allowing 
us to make those decisions.”
A brief summary of the reports 
will be available on the Cal Poly 
Plan web site.
Participate in Mustang Daily’s
GONZO
Journalism Contest
"True Gonzo reportinfi needs the talents o f a master Journalist, the eye of 
an artist/photofirapher and the heavy halls of an actor Because the writer 
must he a participant in the scene, while he's wrilinf; it. . .Prohahly the 
closest analog' to the ideal would he a film director 'producer who writes 
his own scripts, does his own camera work and somehow manatíes to film 
himself in the action, as the protafionisi or at least the main character. "
"H unter S. Thompson, The Great Shark Hum
In the spirit of the Duke of Gonzo, Mustang Daily is prouJ to 
present the first-ever Gonzo journalism Contest. Everyone 
can enter, and winners of the contest will get to see their 
names in print for the Gonzo Issue, March 4. Entries must he 
factual (sort of) narratives and no longer than 701 words.
ENTRIES ARE DUE THURS. FEB. 27 BY 7 P.M.
That’s it. The rest is up to you.
Submit entries to:
Mark Armstrong, managing editt>r 
c/o Mustang Daily 
Graphic Arts building, room 226
Receptionist & Text Support
-  Cpmputer/lnternet experience needed
-  Flexible scheduling
-  Full & Part-time positions. R e s u m e
A R T \
3701 South Higuera St. • SLO, CA
. - t e x *
Lowest Shop Rates on the Central Coast
• Upgrades k  Repairs
• New and Used Sales 
• Internet Support
1335 Monterey St.
Sintm/ San Luis Obispo
(805) 542-0180 
(FAX) 542-0130
STEROIDS
H I G H E R  T E S T O S T E R O N E  MEA NS  
FA S T E R  • E A S IE R  • M U S C L E  G R O W T H
n
i l
NOW • There is a Safe 
Replacement for Steroids 
with No Harmful Side Effects.
• BORON STEROCONPLEX can inciva>o\<'ur U'sUv.tcnw lovcNdramaticalK Higher 
te^ tostemne means Lasu'r. Fufter .VImscIc Ctnm'th'
• BORON STERO COMPLEX is the result ot vears ot mn-arch combined with the experience ot
pnitcssional athletes  ^ i ,One bottle (8 week cycle)
$29.95 + $5.00 SAH
For more intormalion contact Ryan @ 543 - 4639
T H I S  W E E K  A T
Copeland’s Sports
CROSS TRAINING SKIS & BOOTS
SPECIAL
SoM In Spring ‘M Im- $79.
PURCHASE
FILA
CROSSBOVW
) 9 9
A PAIR
AIR TRAINER 
SHILL MID
9 9
A PAIR5 9 ;SoM 1« S|>rifi9 *00 fsr $00.
BASKETBALL
SPECIAL
FLOORSHOW
MID
9 9
A PAIR
Œ c a & n a
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
POINT FLIGHT 
MID
9 9
A PAIR
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
NIKE AIR 
TERRA OUTBACK
M 9 9
A PAIR
CURRENT SALE 
PRICES DN 
SKI &
SNOWBOARD 
EQUIPMENT, 
ACCESSORIES 
& APPAREL
GIVING YOU 
SAVINGS UP TO
BASEBAU
/ ^ i z i n d
RPIW 
GOLD LOW
INTERCMANCEAVLE  
M ETAL AND  
SYNTHETIC 
CLEATS  
INCLUDED. 
SOLD IN 
9 6  FDR $ 6 5 .
FITNESS
WEIGHT 
PLATE RACK
OrganUo your weight pliitOB 
with this sturdy rack.
NIKE BASEBALL 3 9
NIKE KID’S 
KEYSTONE
Durable synthetic 
upper with long 
wearing rubber 
outsole.
24.»®.
NIKE
SLASHER
Features Phylon 
midsole wedge 
with metal 
cleats.
/ ■ n s a
^ T H iH a  p a ir
90 THREADED DUMBBELL SET
Includa* cast iron 
standard platss with 
2 thrsadad dumbball
Fraa dalivary A 
assambi,. POWER CAGE
WITH »00 SELECTORIZED 
WEIGHT STACK 
The Powor Csgo «Hows soH 
spotting oni Sguats, Bonch 
Pros«, inclln# Bench 4 
Decline Bench.
Power Cage includes muitt 
purpose iMnch 4 high low 
pulley with 700  weight stack.
A MOMTH (O.A.O 
3 months • No paymont • No accrued interest.
O P B N  A  N E W  C o p e la n d ’s  S p o r t s '  CREDIT CARD
9 0  D A Y S  •  N O  P A Y M E N T  
N O  A C C R U E D  I N T E R E S T’ON APMIOVID CHMT. TMMS A CONOniONS SUSJKT TO CHANOf. Sll STOM SOB MIAKS.
Copeland’s Sports
M A R S H  &  H I G U E R A  @  C H O R R O  
D O W N T O W N ,  S A N  L U I S  O R I S P O
M on Wad 10:00-9:00. Thurs 10:00 10:00, Fri 10:00-9:00, S a l 10:00 7KI0, Sun  11:00 0:00
OSI AOm ObWI RMI'I tP A * .»  0»a sWeals
ADS from jkige
rich man’s club, Goldenberg said. 
It is open to anyone. The only 
requirement is the desire to be in 
a long term relationship.
Like Connections, Together is 
also widely used by those from 
ages .30 to 60. Half are divorced, 
Goldenberg said. They turn to 
Together for help, he said.
“It’s not that they can’t find a 
date. The majority are not meet­
ing the right type of people,” 
Goldenberg said. “Or they are too 
busy. Sometimes they have given 
up hope.”
But before giving up and 
resorting to a personal ad or a 
dating service, people
should consider other alterna­
tives like church groups, said Cal 
Poly human development profes­
sor Harry Busselen.
Busselen teaches classes like 
Pairing and Marriage, and
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Sociology of the family. He warns 
against running a personal ad.
“Personal ads pose many prob­
lems,” Busselen said. “You get a 
lot of weird people placing ads. 
Some are legitimately interested 
in a relationship. But it’s not 
within the realm of a typical indi­
vidual to take that route,” he said.
While Bus.selen said he has 
not conducted formal research in 
the field of personal ads, he said 
he has studied personal ads 
around the San Luis Obispo area. 
He said he guesses the success 
rate is about 2.'5 percent.
With services like Together, 
the success rate is higher , he 
said.
Matching two personality pro­
files works, he said. From a scien­
tific perspective, similar motiva­
tions and interests make for a 
highly successful relationship.
While some students admit 
they read personal ads for enter­
tainment, they say they would
never run one.
Wendy Pribanich, a m athe­
matics sophomore, said she often 
reads personal ads in various 
publications. But she has never 
considered running one.
“Well, I have a boyfriend,” she 
said. “It’s just not my style. I can 
meet people in other ways.”
Pribanich said, however, she’s 
glad other outlets for meeting 
people are available. She said per­
sonal ads and dating services 
serve a purpose in society.
“I’m sure a lot of happy stories 
have happened,” she said. “I don’t 
think people who run personal 
ads can’t get a date. Maybe 
they’re just not having any luck.” 
Cal Poly students, however, 
should not have a difficult time 
finding a mate, Busselen said.
“Go to Dexter lawn on a sunny 
day,” he suggested. “Make eye to 
eye contact, that shows you’re 
available.”
M USTANG  DAILY
B e  t h e  m a s t e r  o f  
y o u r  o w n
It's  time to take the next step toward a suc­
cessful future. We want you to consider the 
many advantages available to you at GTE. 
We offer an environment based on small 
groups working as teams with the support 
of a global industry giant behind them. And, 
by taking advantage of this opportunity to 
form a partnership with GTE. you’ll find 
yourself ahead —  working with the most 
advanced technologies found in the indus­
try today.
Right now. we’re visiting college campuses 
in .search of talented visionaries to join our 
winning team.
Let GTE put your career on the road to suc­
cess. We have opportunities in the follow­
ing areas:
• Software Engineers
• Hardware Engineers
Come see us at the Job Fair on Thursday, 
February 20, in the Chumash Auditorium, 
from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm.
For further information on opportunities 
at GTE, check out our home page: 
jobs.mtv.gtegsc.com. You can earn top pay 
and generous benefits and work a unique 
9-day, 80-hour schedule per pay period that 
lets you maximize your fun by giving you 26 
3-day weekends per year. If you are unable 
to visit with us on campus, send your 
resume to: GTE. Dept. CW-SU, M /S  7G41, 
PO Box 7188, 100 Ferguson Drive. 
Mountain View. CA 94039
FAX: (415) 966-3162
E-mail: resumes@mtv.glegsc.com
An equal opportunity employer.
Bring your Valentine to
¥
p e r s o n a l  ^  ^  ^
p i z z a
(original or thin crust)
Valid only on Valentine's Day
IBAC IMPUTA 
S l ^ e i E l l í í A
Located downstairs  
in the University Union, 
next to McPhee's Games Area
10am - 9pm (Mon-Thurs) 
10am - 8pm (Fri-Sat) 
Noon - 9pm (Sun)
IPhotos and Story 
By Shoshono Hebshi 
Arts Weekly Staff W riter
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strings previously available were for acoustic guitars, 
begarj selling guitar picks and accessories. Most music profes
bought equipment from the company
In l|967 t l^  Em if Ball ^ompa^y relnj^ated to Newport Beach where Ernie could semi-retire a id  body surf. At
the four Ball children who worked after school, raithat ti 
One
ne, E Tiie, t vo en ployec s and
I I t
dozens of components
pr
son, J iterlin 5, deci led th it wor ting for his father’s company was all he wanted to do and began
:areer at age
an a< compi
besides
, V cal mind to
^  guitar-dominated era.
electric guitar played by Jimi 
McCarteney, chances are that y 
produced by products of th 
Not only has this company set 
turing and quality of its merchand 
charitable contributions to Cal Poly in d  boasts its environ­
mental lyVonscious work ethic. 
In the early 1950s, in a Southern CalifNjma suburb called 
Tarzana, a professional musician named Ernie
sounds in an electric 
you have ever heard an 
ndrix. Pearl Jam or Paul 
iiVe h ca rin ^ n u s i^ ^ a rtl^ ^ ^  
Ernie l^al^com panyT ^^ 
ie standald for manufac- 
e, but it 
n
first electric guitar store. The Ernie Ball company manufactured 
guitar strings for electric guitars used for rock ‘n’
,ater the company 
onals of the time 
nd it flourished.
nine ' working the cash register. Sterling Ball, a jovial and comical mf
shed guitar player, now sits as vice president just under
he c< mpany ranks, whom he refers to as “the fearl
ler in 
leader.”
where it 
expand.
The company steadily grew and by 1984 they bought 1 lusic Man, 
bunded hy Leo Fender, which makes a standard bass g itar. That 
year the Ernie Ball company moved to San Luis Obisp
resides today with hopes t<
Sterling said the company has been trying to eSWBHBTT 
a relationship with Cal Poly for 13 years. Now it works 
with Cal Poly’s graphic arts, engineering and art and 
design departments as a mode to keep in touch wit 
the youth-driven market. He said he has realiz 
that these Cal Poly students are extremj«y
talent/a
“Working with companies like Ernie 
gives them an opportunity to get some equ 
ment that the state can’t afford to pay for an 
more,” Sterling Ball said. “As they deliver pn 
jects to us, we make contributions to them 
“We like the word ‘partner’ when it comes to 
Cal Poly,” he added. “It’s a win-win situation.”
Art and design departm ent chair Eric 
Johnson said he is plea.sed with the relationship 
with Ernie Ball. “The company is quite a good
111
See BALL page A 4
Art department 
exhibit at home, 
across the globe
By Kimberly Koney
Arts Weekly Staff Writer
Two exhibits on two different continents 
featuring 19 artists and a multitude of medi­
ums will open this week.
The Cal Poly University Art Gallery in the 
Dexter building will feature watercolor paint­
ings by nationally known artists. On the 
other side of the world, Silpakorn University 
in Thailand will open its exhibit “Pacific 
Cross Currents” featuring works by Cal Poly 
art professors.
The watercolor paintings in the 
University Art Gallery will be shown from 
Tuesday, Feb. 18 through Sunday, March 16. 
The exhibit in Thailand, part of a series of 
exchanges and joint programs begun in 1994 
by Cal Poly and Silpakorn University in 
Bangkok, opened Wednesday, Feb. 12.
‘The works sent to Thailand reflect the 
trends and attitudes toward traditional mate­
rials and techniques in art,” said Jan 
Erickson, coordinator of Cal Poly’s Pacific 
Rim Group. ‘The (works reflect) development 
of techniques and imagery of newer compuU^r 
technologies, the roles of women in the arts, 
trends toward interdisciplinary studies in art 
and the expansion into multicultural studies 
in the United States.”
The exhibit, with the first exchange of art.
See THAILAND page A4
"Estuary" watercolor by warren Taylor
BEHIND THE SCENES
‘ In to  th e  W o o d s ’ 
s to ry , s ta g e  a  la n d  
o f  m a k e - b e lie v e
By Adrieme Gross
Arts Weekly Stoff Writet
College students dream of escape* from 
stressful exams and studying to a fantasy 
world full of enchanted forests, shining castles 
and an elegant horse to ride amund the coun­
tryside.
“Into the Woods.” a Cal Poly Theatre and 
Dance* musical, invites this escape* to a land 
full of childh(M>d stones with giants, 
Cinderella, Prince* Charming, Red Riding 
H (kx1. the wolf and others.
The* elaborate* se*t, along with the.se famil­
iar faiiy tale*s, will bring the world of make- 
believe to life. Life-size tre*es e»xte*nd toward 
the* the*ater nK>f containing characte*r faa*s 
inte*rtwine*d in the bn>wn cloth of the trunk. 
These images cre'ate* individual pe*rsonalities 
for each mystical tre*e*.
“I was intrigued by the idea of faces in the 
trees. I like to think there are spirits in the 
tre*es (and) in the* w(xxls,” said A1 Schnupp, 
“Into the W(X)ds" set de*signer and Theater and 
Dance Department Head.
Multiple two-sided towers and a single 
one*-.side*d tower draw the imagination into the 
live*s of differt'nt characters and the interac­
tion be*twe*en stories. Schnupp said he did not 
want to copy the typical .set design u.se*d for 
this pnxluction. Inste*ad he* created his own 
vision of fantasy and fairy tale's. One* tower 
captures Rapunzel’s beautiful tower of impris­
onment. while another cre'ates the Witch's lair
See SET DESIGN page A2
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Behind the scenes with the cast and crew of Cal Poly’s ‘Into The Woods’
Oscar nominee artist back at 
Poly for fairy tale makeover
F
4 *
Photos and Story by Matt Berger
Arts W eek ly Editor
I t  t o o k  t ( ) u r  H o l l y \ V ( H » d  n i o k ( ‘ u p  d e s i g n e r s  —  t h r e e  n o m i n a t e d  
M o n d a y  f o r  a n  A c a d e m y  A w a r d  —  t h r e e  m o n t h s  o f  p r o d u c t i o n  a n d  t w o  
s c u l p t e d  f a c e s  t o  t u r n  a n  i n n i x - e n t  s o p r a n o  i n t o  a n  u g l y ,  w r i n k l e d  w i t c h  
a e .H  a  u d l  t e n o r  i n t o  a  c o n n i v i n g  w o l f .
' I ' h r o u g h  a  p a i n s t a k i n g  h u t  m a g i c a l  
n i e t a m o r p i i o s i r , t v \ u  a c t o r s  w i l l  v i n u a l l y  
O l i r n e  t o  l i t e  a s  f a i r y  t a k '  c h a r a c t e r s  i n  t h e  
( ' ' a l  I ’ o l y  T I u ' a t e r  a n d  U a n c ( >  p r o d u c t i o n  o f  
S t e v e n  S o n d h e i m  a n d  J a n i e s  L a p i n e ’s  “ I n t o  
t h e  W o o d s . "
Scott Whcx'ler, a liinner ('al Poly archi­
tecture student, sculpted the faces in the 
pnxiuction that opens Feb. 20 at the Cal 
Poly Theatre. AfU'r 13 years in makeup 
pi’oduction. W'h(Hiler has worked on more 
than 60 films including, “A Nightmare on 
Elm Street,” “Aliens," ‘The Abyss” and 
“Devil in a Blue Dress.”
Wliwler’s laU'st Hollyw'ood makeover, 
which earned him a 1996 Academy Award 
nomination in makeup, was his creation of 
the Borg Queen, a sci-fi alien in the film 
“Star lYek: First Contact.”
In the commotion of his nomination, Wheeler worked with the cast to put 
the finishing touches on the makeup for “Into the Woods.” In just under two- 
and-a-half hours, statistics junior Elizabeth Pickard went from a fair-skinned 
20-year-old to a wretched old witch.
Latex, foam rubber and several layers of thick makeup mask her face, and 
turn F*ickard into an image of Rapunzel’s witch more believable than her lines 
and choreography could do alone. When she sat still during rehearsal, her face 
looked cold and senile, and when she raised her eyebrows to sing a line, it 
turned to a grimace. With each movement of her face, the mastery of the 
makeup production was apparent.
“(The makeup) moves like real skin,” director Mike Malkin said. “The 
actors are responsible for learning to use the appliances. The problem is they 
don’t get many chances to practice liecause it’s rathei’ expensive.”
At the first “face” rehearsal last weekend Malkin coached Packard on how 
to animate the features. She dressed in street clothes and awaited instructions 
from her director. But in a scene that would seem so normal in most 
rehearsals Ix^came so surreal. Her old and wrinkled face resting on her shoul­
ders seemed misplaced against her youthful pose, MAKEUP page A3
t
<
Step one:
Sections of the 
sculpted foam-rub­
ber are adhered to 
the face with latex 
powder to assure a 
comfortable 
removal.
Step two:
With several oppii 
cations of makeup, 
shadows, highlights 
and details are 
painted on and 
blended to the 
actor's original 
facial features.
Step three:
The mask is com­
plete end and all of 
the actor's natural 
facial movements 
are concurrent with 
the made-up fea­
tures.
Step four.
The mold is 
removed with a 
warm doth. The 
actors will have 
three to 12 minutes 
to remove the molds 
for role changes.
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LARGE 16" Pizza 
3 or more toppings
1 0 0 0  H I6U ERA S 4 1-4420
T 8 J
Darn Ualuable Coupon ot fooj witb ortter otf«rs: «p. 2
1 0 0 0  H ICUERA
not food with othK otffrs: wp. I ----------
LARGE 16" or 
Medium 12" Pizza with 
one or more toppings 
3  S 4 1 -4 4 2 0
Darn Valuable Cc
SET D E S IC N
From page A1
complete with fireplace and caul­
dron.
“(The towers) are a combination 
of practical and artistic. We don’t 
exactly have a lot of wing space in 
the theater to store them,” Schnupp 
said.
Schnupp started work on the set 
last summer and continued while 
directing, “Dx)k Homeward, Angel,” 
in the fall. The theater stagecraft 
class completed many of the set, cos­
tume and makeup features during 
winter quarter.
Some professional guidance was 
brought in from Los Angeles. 
Makeup designer Scott Wheeler 
held a workshop for crew members 
showing the creation and applica­
tion of prosthetic masks.
“Scott made it look so easy, and 
then we tried to reapply it. I think 
we’re getting closer,” said Jennifer 
(Dozza, makeup-crew member £uid 
English senior.
Math freshman Mark Sitko said 
the stagecraft process taught him 
first about basic construction tasks 
and then progressed to individual 
projects, creating the shawl that 
Little Red Riding Hood (Katy Wiley) 
makes out of the wolf.
“It’s impressive to look at your 
creation and know that you did it all 
by yourself,” Sitko said.
Schnupp said, the set becomes a 
tool during the performance that 
further develops the characters’ per­
sonalities.
Director Mike Malkin said “Into 
the Woods,” created by Stephen 
Sondheim and James Lapine, 
examines dynamic personalities 
and relationships.
Many parents involved with the 
production are moved by the parent- 
child relationships that communi­
cate in a very personal fashion.
“It spesiks to me differently in 
the last year and a half, since my 
son was bom. What we do and say 
has direct consequences,” Musical 
director Tbm Davies said.
Malkin said the characters’prob­
lems and trials throughout the show 
symbolize challenges in our own 
lives.
“We use our fantasies, our 
mythologies and our fairy tales to 
mpt', to explain, to console, to laugh, 
to rearrange, to experiment and to 
teach. Fairy tales are a subliminal 
way for us to remind ourselves that 
we are both good and bad," Malkin 
said.
Davies said, “Into the Wood.s” 
mixes stories together creating a 
multitude of problems, which 
makes the characters reliant on 
each other for support and help in 
working through their differences. 
He added that the fairy tales are not 
told in their complete form and 
strange twists keep the stories tan­
gled together. People sometimes 
refer to this structure as a fractured 
fairy tale.
Malkin disagreed saying this 
musical is about relationships, con­
flict and humor.This is an exami­
nation of what a happy ending real­
ly is,” he said.
“Into the Woods” plays at the Cal 
Poly Theatre Feb. 20, 21. 22, 29, 30 
and March 1. Call the Performing 
Arts (Center Ticket Office at SLO- 
ARTS or 756-2787.
PSoto by Jo* Jobrnton
A tree on the set of "Into the Woods*
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Sculptor molds stone “Prometheus” in his own image
Lenna Chovdarian
Arts Weekly Staff Writer
Wliat do atfrifulturo, pootry, love, 
and cultun' have in common'.’
In the wor ld of art, they are thc“ 
essential eleim-nls in the “Essi'nce of 
Life,” a m>v\ art exhibit ai the 
UniversitN Ihiion (iaU'rif*.
Stone sculptor Wachtang Botso 
Koinsheli unvaried hi.'< interpreuition 
)f the ('lement.-^  e‘f life at an artist's 
reception on Sunda>. I'eb. -)
'■I']ssenc(‘ of Life" emerges as a 
coileclion of .s’ion;* sculptures d(*pict- 
ing sceiu's and figures trom (iret'K 
m>tholog\.
“|Kor*isheli| is bringing interna 
lional tlavor to <'al I’oly," Oalerit 
Curator -Jeanne LaBarbera said. 
“We aix' fortunate to have someone 
who takes so much joy in the cr-e- 
ative art of music and sculptunv”
Classical music gently wafted 
through the air, as two musicians 
performed in one corner of the 
Galerie. Korisheli’s sculptures cap­
tured the limelight, creating a sense 
of awe among the 200 students, par­
ents, artists, colleagues, friends, and 
family that came to pay homage to a 
respected artist, teacher, and friend.
“Korisheli is a wonderful man,” 
l.aBarbera said smiling. “He is one 
of the beloved figures in our commu­
nity.”
Korisheli, Ixim in the Republic of 
Georgia, has been in the area for 
about 40 years. He heads the fine 
arts department at Mission College 
I*rep School in SLO, where he teach­
es sculpture and art.
Chris Hill, a former student of 
Korisheli, apprenticed \\ith the 
artist on weekends and summers for 
two years. He said Korisheli would 
“help students who had the inclina­
tion to go farther with their sculp­
ture.”
“He influenaxl me a lot,” Hill said.
Hill had seen the pieces in the 
exhibit in progress and was
y*
TV *%\
Ì
Wioto by t  Johnston
Local sculptor Wachtang Botso Korisheli and his stone "Prometheus."
impressed by the show aiid the end 
result of KorisheU’s work.
SptH.-liitor Kiiymond Griggs, jour­
nalism senior, was impressed as 
well. He encouraged students to visit 
the exhibit.
“Students can identify with 
mythology fr om .school and books,” 
Griggs .said. “In paintings, there is a
underlying mean- -----------------
ing that's hard to 
figure out. Here it’s 
simple. You can 
recognize the 
images.”
Inne Choi, an 
anthropology pro­
fessor, was espe­
cially interested in
the show’s cultural ------------------
aspect.
“(Korisheli] is an old friend. It’s 
neat to see Georgian culture at 
work,” Choi said. “It shows 
1 Korisheli’s j character in the work.”
Korisheli was bom and raised in 
Tlnlisi, Georgia. His art reflects the 
de("ply rooted cultural influences in 
his childhood and his fascination 
with Greek mythology. Of the 16 
intriaitely sculpted pieces in the 
show nmging in size from a few
"In this show, I have 
drawn my images 
from Greek 
mythology."
-Wachtang Botso Korisheli
piece holds a special place in • 
Korisheli’s heart.
A one ton diabaz .stone sculpture 
of Prometheus, the god of fin.‘, is 
actually a self-poilrait. Korisheli 
always felt a connection with 
Prometheus ever since his father 
t(Kik him on hikes in the Caucasus 
Mountains where it is said that
-----------------  Prometheus was
chained as a pun­
ishment for steal­
ing the sun from 
the sky. According 
to the myth, 
Prometheus had 
seen that people on 
earth were made of 
clay and did not
----------------- possess souls. As a
gift for mankind and a symbol of the 
soul, Ihometheus brought fire to the 
people.
“In the figure of Prometheus, we 
see humanity first acquiring fire, 
and through it, achiering culture,” 
Korisheli said.
Korisheli wanted his father to 
take him to where Prometheus was 
chained, but “of course he never did,
“ Korisheli said smiling.
“This [myfthj stuck to me as a
inches to larger than life-size, one special wish and desire to see
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Prometheus one day,” Korish(*li 
explained.
And so he sculpU?d Prometheu.s, 
cradling the .'Soulful fire, as a reflec­
tion of himself
All the pieci's in the show are 
symlxilic. In an aili.st’s statement, 
Kori.sheli explained this symlMili.-m.
“For the pieces in this .‘^ liow, I 
have* drawn my images from = heck 
mythology.” Korisheli stated. 
“Which...1 believe have laigoly 
shaped f;ur V>-'’a. tem menta-iiy n hile 
providing us with rich imagery and 
metaphors.”
In .Jie sculpture- of D 'meter, the
^odi i-.ss ,i‘ agr'icuLiiro Ki)rislu*ll 
rememl;er,“ his past Kori.sheli wa--' 
m it piieon '-amp afh-r World War i 
where he remernlx'rs ;w hrtead was 
thrown U) the prisoners. This nx.ano- 
ry rendered his deep appri'ciation 
for wh(“at and agriculture as a staple 
of ilaily life.
(ileorgia is the legendary birth­
place of winemaking. The apiirecia- 
tion of wine is reflected in a ceramic 
Kvevri, a small version of the tradi­
tional wine storage vessels that w(>re 
buried in the ground in Georgian vil­
lages.
Kori.sheli sculpted the striking 
pieces over a period of about three' 
and a half years in his home .studio, 
with .the exception of the Kve\ri, 
which was fired in San Francisco. 
Korisheli had a pre'vious show at the 
U.U. Galerie in 1991 with his wife, 
also a well-known sculptor.
At the reception, a numlx'r of 
people in the community expressed 
how they would like to see one of 
Korisheli’s pieces displayed as a pub­
lic work of art. in the city of SLO and 
perhaps at Cal Poly. A committee is 
in the process of forming to develop 
the idea. Korisheli has three public 
works of art in Morro Bay and 
Tbilisi, Georgia presently.
Korisheli said his personality, 
work, home and teaching are all 
integrated and centered around art 
and music. With a quiet demeanor 
and determined will, Korisheli 
.sculpted diabaz, marble, granite, 
limestone, sandshme and Virginia 
blackstone into dec*ply nxited influ­
ences prt'sent in his life.
“My love for stone is unlimited, “ 
Korisheli said in his artist’s state­
ment. “The rock is eternal: it stands 
in nature and witnesses history, and 
when we see it we are reminded of 
all the significances of the past.”
M A K E U P
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“Reacting to the other charac­
ters when you aren’t saying youi' 
lines is critical,” Malkin .said as 
Pickard reh(“arsed h(‘r line.s. "If 
you’re not mobile th<‘U the face 
looks niblx'i’. ifyou are animaU ;; 
then IV co.nes aii\ c."
“1 kni‘W le ; .-=.*(■(lili' hov.
s-nm/.iie-. Lie iiiak; lip we 
Pickai-:! saici l;,CM-e;i j-, !■:. 
irar-ir ai'.d sc . i i;. .a s- e-; 
nii; ;ih, ou. it w.ra. 1 my
Her -.-üe.ig; ' nui.-K .senm' 
Mali!;:- !;ee<;U alsu uiuits 
\\eiu a c iiigi . ii;
;e:;un;:g ínai ^eve; : raiisloi'ni; e 
hü-i into a l.angiy wa;:
Wiliaie:- aeea’i i! ;• task 
transUirmiug Iwe into their lole-. 
during fal' quarter when he 
made a live [ilaslei ca>i of liu‘ir 
faces and brought them back to 
his l/)s Angeles studio. He then 
mttde ii cliiy mold of the face cre­
ating w'rinkli's, warts tind 
detailed facial features. After 
recasting his sculpted design, 
Whet'ler injected th(> mold with 
foam rubber to create the three 
segments of the face. According 
to Malkin, more than 40 of these 
molds were produced for the per­
formances . Finally Wheeler 
painted the skin shades on the 
rubber mask.
Wheeler and a crew of stu­
dent makeup artists spent sever­
al hours laboring on Pickard’s 
witch face Sunday. Pickard, who 
is continually waxing her face for 
the a less painful removal, will 
recreate her character’s face for 
10 performances.
“I’ve never waxed my fac(>, 
before,” Pickard said. “But wax­
ing is less painful than ripping 
oft' the mask.”
WTieeler is familiar with Cal 
Poly’s theater department. From 
1981 to 1983 he was involved in 
makeup for several student pro­
ductions. In fact, he worked for 
his last small-.scale production 
hero.
“I haven’t bec'n involved with 
a college production fiir over 10 
years,” Wheeler said. “It’s kind of 
nice to do something like this."
But 10 years ago, Whec'ler’s 
contributions to Cal Poly theaU'r 
didn’t compart' to the craftsman­
ship he has offered to “Into the 
Woods.”
‘ S e v e n  B r i d e s ”  d a n c e - f i l l e d  
s h o w  o p e n s  C i v i c  L i g h t  O p e r a
By Tara Barnett
Contriiiuting Writer
The Civic Idght Opera’s produc­
tion of “Seven Brides For Seven 
Brothers” claimed its opening debut 
last Friday in Santa Barbara. The 
evening's enthusiasts were excited 
and anxious in anticipation of the 
very fast paced and energetic show. 
Expectations were high prior to cur­
tain call as this production followed 
directly in the footsteps of the Civnc 
Light’s incredible hit “Singin’ In The 
Rain.
T h
Theater review
1 s
m u s i c a l  
finds Adam 
Pontipee in search of a wife. Adam is 
eldest of seven rugged and rowdy 
brothers. The fun begins when the 
brothers set their minds to refining 
their ways and following in suit of 
their brother in a search for wives 
for the lot of them. The show is one 
long dynamic flow of energy 
released in dancing and singing, 
complemented by bright, attractive
costumes and rustic sets. Good of 
warm hearted country humor keeps 
the audience in smiles all night 
long.
This dance-filled stage version of 
Seven Brides For Seven Brothers is 
based on the 1954 MCM mo\ie 
directed by Stanley Donen. The 
movie won the Oscar for Best 
Scoring of a Musical Picture and 
was nominated for Best Picture, 
Best Script and several others.
Director and Choreographer for 
the Granada Theatre’s stage version 
of the musical is Sha Newman. She 
won Best Director and 
Choreographer Drama-Logue 
awards for her Los Angeles produc­
tions of “Seven Brides For Seven 
Brothers,” “Evita,” “Brigadoon” and 
“Guys And Dolls.” She is earning 
more well deserved praise in Santa 
Barbara for this her latest show.
Newcomers and native theater 
goers alike will love it. It is a classic 
must see. “Seven Brides For Seven 
Brothers" plays at the majestic 
Granada Theatre in downtown 
Santa Barbara until March 2.
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resour"?, especially with dwin­
dling funds from the state,” he 
said. “I think the students are 
benefiting. It really has been ter­
rific. Sterling has discovered a 
gold mine of very talented stu­
dents.”
In turn for a package design 
project, the company recently 
donated a high-end printer, a 
high-end scanner and 15 portable 
zip drives that transfer memory 
equivalent to 50 regular diskettes 
onto one disk to the a rt and 
design department.
“The particular pieces donated 
by Ernie Ball are very important 
for our labs,” said Sue Childers- 
Kraft, director for advancement 
for the College of Liberal Arts and 
Cal Poly. “We greatly appreciate 
their generosity and the synergis­
tic relationship between Ernie 
Ball and Cal Poly.”
Over the past year Ernie Ball 
has been working with advertis­
ing classes, photography students 
and website development.
Four Cal Poly artists work at 
the company on projects such as 
websites, T-shirts and advertise­
ments.
Sterling said he hopes to 
increase and strengthen the com­
pany’s relationship with Cal Poly 
over the years.
“We came (to San Luis Obispo) 
on a quality of life decision,” 
Sterling said. “It wasn’t a primary 
business decision (but a decision 
made due to) an abundant labor 
force of energetic, talented peo­
ple.”
Sterling said he prides the 
company on the quality of its
PhohD by Shoshana Hebshi
Founder Ernie Ball and his son Sterling 
donated $10,(XX) of equipment to the 
art and design department.
employees.
“We’ve got so many good and 
talented employees, and tha t 
enables us to be a lot more com­
petitive,” he said.
Sterling said he believes the 
company has managed to remain 
competitive in the industry 
because of its commitment to the 
customer and to quality.
“We set out to make a top qual­
ity American-made instrum ent 
because the Americans had pretty 
much invented the electric gui­
tar,” he said. “The only way you 
can really compete in America is 
trying to deliver a really good 
quality product.
“We’re now back-ordered a 
year for the guitars,” he said and 
added that every 2.64 seconds
someone buys an Ernie Ball prod­
uct.
Sterling Ball said that all the 
“important” people use Ernie Ball 
products such as 311, Counting 
Crows, the remaining Beatles and 
the Rolling Stones.
“In the last five years we’ve 
doubled,” he said. “We’ve man­
aged to still be hip after 35 years.”
Sterling said that a proposi­
tion to expand the company has 
been sent to the city and he hopes 
to double its size and add 100 jobs 
to its existing 260-person payroll.
The company also credits itself 
with never having to lay-off an 
employee and receiving several 
environmental awards.
“When we paint guitars we 
actually care about what we do to 
the air because we have to 
breathe it too,” Sterling said.
Jim Thurman, an employee at 
Blue Note music in San Luis 
Obispo agrees tha t Ernie Ball 
products are high quality.
“They are an industry stan­
dard,” he said. “We sell more 
(Ernie Ball made) Slinky Strings 
than any other brand.”
Central Coast Music employee 
Alice Frawley said the Slinky 
Strings are really popular.
Sterling said he credits the 
success of the company to hard 
work, a commitment to quality, 
good marketing and focusing on 
who the customer is.
“That’s one of the reasons why 
we’re involved in Cal Poly,” he 
said. “Our customer is probably 
20 years old.”
The company also sells concert 
tickets, backstage passes, pro­
vides clinics and is increasing its 
number of products on the mar­
ket.
NO CALENDER THIS WEEK, BUT MAKE SURE TO CHECK OUT OPUS AND HOTWHEELZ 
AT SLO BREW TONIGHT AT 9 P.M. -- Shameless self-promotion by M.B.
Into the W oods
A Mu.sical by Stephen Sondheim & James Lapine
Feb. 20,21 &  22 
Feb. 27,28 & Mar. 1
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Reservations: Call 756-2787
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will showcase photographs, 
acrylic paintings, computer-pho­
tographs, computer-generated 
laser prints, watercolor prints, 
mixed-media drawings, glass 
and stoneware sculpture, and 
charcoal, chalk and oil pastels.
Cal Poly art and design 
Professor George Jercich, whose 
works are part of the exhibit, 
traveled to Thailand to speak at 
the opening. This exchange is his 
concept to spread goodwill and 
international education,
Erickson said.
Other contributing faculty 
members are Sky Bergman, 
Robert Densham, Crissa Hewitt, 
Robert Howell, Chuck Jennings, 
Eric Johnson, Mary LaPorte, 
John Mendenhall, Robert 
Reynolds, Joanne Ruggles and 
Henry Wessels.
Silpakorn University, a 
notable art school, was founded 
by an Italian sculptor and show­
cases many of his works for the 
Thailand royalty. Plans are 
under way to bring works by 
artists at Silpakorn University to 
Cal Poly’s University Art Gallery 
next fall.
Currently, the University Art 
Gallery is featuring its first show 
focused entirely on the medium 
of altered watercolors.
‘The exhibit celebrates the 
use of a painting medium that 
has rapidly become a popular 
choice of distinguished American 
artists, especially in the past 25 
years,” said Reynolds, an art and 
design professor.
Reynolds said these artists 
were invited because of their per­
sonal and unique use of watercol­
ors.
Representational, a realistic 
graphic representation; abstract, 
a style that relies on intrinsic 
form; surrealistic, a style of art 
that expresses the workings of 
the subconscious with fantastic 
imagery and unreal qualities; 
and non-objective art, a style in 
which objects are not represent­
ed realistically, are just some of 
the styles to be presented in the 
show.
“The medium of watercolor 
has stepped out from the shadow 
of the more traditional and 
accepted medium of oil,” 
Reynolds said.
Watercolors by Jeanne 
Bellmer, Miguel Dominguez, 
Nita Engle, David Kreitzer, 
Evani Lupinek, Warren Taylor, 
and Claire Schroeven Verbiest 
will be exhibited.
Bellmer is known to paint
“lush, wet-into-wet paintings,” a 
technique when the artist doesn’t 
allow colors to dry but instead 
blends them, adding more tex­
ture and depth. Her paintings 
are in constant demand at the 
Carmel Art Association Gallery. 
Her colorful, semi-abstract works 
have earned her a number of 
awards including the Best of 
Show Award at the Pacific Grove 
Museum Watercolor
Competition.
Dominguez, one of the best 
known artists in Carmel, is rec­
ognized for his mastery of draw­
ing and painting. His present- 
day landscapes depict many 
California rural areas.
Engle is one of America’s 
leading watercolor artists. She is 
in great demand as a national 
and international workshop 
leader. The Michigan artist’s 
work has appeared in art books 
and national publications and 
she was recently selected “Artist 
of the Year” by American Artist 
Magazine. The magazine, in cele­
bration of the event, published 
and released a limited edition 
print of one of her paintings.
Kreitzer, a well-known 
Central Coast artist, creates dra­
matic landscapes, floral and fig­
ure paintings that are strong in 
color and design. Many of his 
paintings are found in Southern 
California collections.
The contempKjrary, innovative 
water-based paintings of San 
Luis Obispo artist Lupinek are in 
collections throughout the 
United States. Her work has 
been included in national books 
and magazines, and she has won 
numerous competitions with her 
experimental approach.
Her work was featured in the 
first national publication of 
“Splash: America’s Best
Contemporary Watercolors.”
Taylor, of Midland, Tbxas, is 
known widely for his surrealistic 
watercolors. He has received 
numerous awards, including first 
prize in the Arches Watercolor 
Competition. His work has been 
featured in dozens of books, mag­
azines and art exhibits.
Verbiest, a native of Belgium, 
creates vibrant watercolors that 
Reynolds said will make an 
“exciting and significant addition 
to the exhibit.” Her award-win­
ning paintings hang in many 
public and private collections. 
One of her recent works was fea­
tured on the cover of “Spleish 4: 
'The Splendor of Light.”
Everyone is invited to an 
artists’ reception from 4 to 6:30 
p.m. Saturday, Feb. 22 at the 
U.U. Art Galerie.
G E R M A N  A U T O
FACTORY 8c BOSCH TRAINED TECHNICIANS - 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
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UPCOMING PROGRAM BOARD EVENTS
ASI Concerts
presents The Steve Miller Bund at 8 p.m. on Friday, April 11 in the Rec Center 
ASI Speakers Forum
presents Rebecca Walker at 8 p.m., Tuesday, February 18 in Chumash Theater 
ASI Films
presents the French Film Festival!
All Shows start at 9 p.m. at Chumash Theater 
Admission is $1 per show. Bring your sleeping bags!
La Femme Nikita 
La Deseret 
Cyrano De Bergerac 
Cafe Au Lait 
Delicatessen
Monday, April 14 
Monday, April 28 
Monday, May 12 
Wednesday, May 21 
Wednesday, May 28
WIN CONCERT TICKETS!
All completed ASI Program Board surveys will be entered into a random drawing to win a pair of tickets to 
the Steve Miller Band concert or a future concert of choice.
Please complete (in ink), cut out survey, and deposit in marked boxes located throughout campus by Feb. 
20th. These locations include: The Library, Campus Store, El Corral Bookstore, Rec Center
What’s on Your Mind?
Hi there! This is a survey 
Drought to you by the ASI 
Program Board which includes; 
ASI Concerts, Films, Speakers 
Forum, Fine Arts and Special 
Events and its many student vol­
unteers, We would like to know 
your interest concerning campus 
entertainment. Survey is on-line 
at
http://www.calpoly.edu/~mavar-
ra/board
until Feb, 20th
Please circle or fill out the fol­
lowing;
(which?):
(what station?); 
mouth
Flyers/Posters
Newspaper 
Radio 
Word of
Other:
6) What type of music do you 
usually listen to ?
1 )Gender: Female Male
)Year in schtxDl:
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
lost count Faculty/Staff
3) College affiliation:
Agriculture Architecture
Business
Engineering Science and Math 
Liberal Arts
4) How much per month do you 
spend in the following areas?
The movies:
Bars:
Renting movies:. 
Restaurants: 
Sporting Events:. 
Others: ____
CONCERTS
5) In the past we offered shows 
such as George Clinton, Gin 
Blossoms, Toad the Wet 
SprcKket, Branford Marsalis, 
etc.Have you been to or heard 
about a past concert on campus? 
Y / N
If so, how did you hear about 
them? Please check all that 
apply.
7) Which artist(s) would you pay 
to see ? Please fill in your 
favorite artist for the following : 
LtK'al band(s):
R(Kk:
Country:
Jazz:
Reggae/Ska:
Rhythm & Blues (R & B)/Soul: 
Other:
8) If you’ve been to a concert, 
you might have noticed a parking 
problem, the no alcohol, no drug, 
and no smoking policy. We oper­
ate strictly according to these 
policies, but given what ew can 
control, what could we do to 
improve the concert experience 
for you?
9) What is the ideal day of the 
week to attend an event for you? 
Please circle your answer. 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Thursday Friday Saturday 
Sunday
What do you think is the ideal 
time to attend an event? 
_______________ AM/PM
SPECIAL EVENTS/FINE ARTS
10) In the past we offered events 
such as Nieveski Lecture (sculp­
tor), CBS College Tour, etc. 
What’s the likelihood that you’d 
attend the following events? 5 
as “Absolutely” and 1 as “ Heck
no!” Plea.se circle your respons­
es.
Absolutely
Heck no! A comedy show 
5 4 3
2 1
Cultural theater ( musical, dance 
performance)
5 4 3 2
1
Theme Parties ( Black & White 
ball) 5 4 3 2
1
Circus/ Carnival 5 4
3 2 1
Hypnotist/Magic Show 
5 4 3 2
1
FILMS
11) In the past we offered films 
such as Princess Bride, Rocky 
Horror Picture Show, Yellow 
Submarine, Clueless, etc.
We are able to offer movies in 
Chumash Auditorium with a 
7()mm film projector and a large, 
movie like screen.
Do you think ASI Films should 
continue with this practice?
Y/N
12) With a French Film Festival 
planned from February to June 
(plea.se see above for dates). 
What is the likelihood that you 
will attend an ASI Film before 
the end of the schtwl year?
5 as “Absolutely" and 1 as “ 
Heck no!” Please circle your 
respimses.
5 4 3 2 1
13) What types of film 
would you be willing to watch 
and please include examples.
Action:
Comedy:
Drama:
Foreign: 
Other :
SPEAKERS FORUM
In the past we offered 
speakers such as Jorie Graham 
(Pulitzer Prize Winning Poet), 
Daniel OsunaiChicano 
Speaker), Dr. Resnikoff &
Pilulaw Khus ( Environmental 
Issues), Katie Kostner (Women’s 
Issue), etc . . .
14) Who would you like to guest
speak here? How about a politi­
cian, a famous architect, a world 
renown scientist, Peter
Jennings, Rosie O’Donnell? 
C ’mon now! Get creative.
PROGRAM BOARD
15) What do you think is the ulti­
mate event ASI Program Board 
could bring to campus?
16) Please fill out the following 
section for the raffle and place a 
check in the box below if you 
would like additional info 
about campus entertainment.
Name:
Phone:
Email:
Yes, I want you to contact me 
with great news concerning cam­
pus entertainment!
If you are interested in helping 
out and possibly getting a free 
staff shirt, why don’t you show 
up at our informal meetings every 
Thursday at 6pm in UU220. Or 
call us for details at 756-1112. 
Thanks for taking the time to let 
us know what’s on your mind.
Thank you very much. Rene, 
Program Board
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Forgive me 
for I have 
borrowed
By Andrew Vitale
Enter Magazine (www.entermag.cam)
Nefertiri Cooley knows the 
price she’s paid for her career— 
four years of college education 
leveraged on a crushing student 
loan debt she can’t pay back. Since 
graduating from the University of 
California-Davis, the lifestyle she 
now leads offers little in the way 
of relief.
“I graduated with $16,000 in 
student loans from numerous 
sources,” says Cooley. Her meager 
starting salary has cut short a 
promising career before it begins, 
because monthly student loan 
payments take a massive bite out 
of a paycheck too small to even 
support life’s necessities.
“It is impacting peoples’ career 
decisions,” says Diane Saunders, 
vice president of communications 
and public relations at NELLIE 
MAE, the largest nonprofit 
provider of student and parent 
education loans in the country.
“It is very difficult to follow 
your heart when you have student 
loan collectors wanting that 
monthly payment. There’s no ifs, 
ands or buts; you’ve gotta pay.”
Millions of college graduates 
with student loans can attest to 
Saunders’ description of life with 
unbearable monthly student loan 
See LOANS page 8
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payments. They need help. Their 
answering machines are filled 
with messages from collectors 
wanting money, but their bank 
accounts have run dry from trying 
to pay for day-to-day life after col­
lege.
Joe Grasso, from Strategic 
Marketing Communciations, 
which represents Student 
Advantage, has followed the prob­
lems of increased borrowing for 
almost two years and he has seen 
the impact on far too many stu­
dents and their families. Grasso 
attributes the skyrocketing debt 
figures to changes in laws over 
the last decade, which make it 
easier to borrow for a college edu­
cation.
“The government will just loan 
you all the damn money you want, 
they’ll give you as much rope as 
you want, and then they come 
down on you when you can’t pay 
them back,” says Grasso.
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Grasso’s picture is accurate. 
The average student loan debt 
after graduation has soared to 
more than $10,000 in 1996, 
according to USA Group Loan 
Services, which adm inisters a 
$9.6 billion portfolio of student 
loans in repayment. Although 
SALLIE MAE, NELLIE MAE and 
other student loan organizations 
report different averages, they all 
report dramatic increases in bor­
rowing. Unfortunately, starting 
salaries for entry-level positions 
are barely growing, but the aver­
age student debt figure has 
swelled 15 percent since 1995.
“Student debt has grown 
because of the rising cost of 
attending college, higher loan lim­
its, expanded eligibility for feder­
ally sponsored student loans, and 
the growing proportion of federal 
student aid offered in the form of 
loans rather than grants,” says 
Fredric W. Gilbert, president and 
CEO of USA Group Loan 
Services.
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17,000 Irish that were allowed 
in,” Fong said.
The numbers changed from 
1965 to 1990 when 1.3 million 
Southeast Asians were admitted.
The 1.3 million were not part 
of the mythical “model minority,” 
a label often used to stereotype 
Asians, Fong said. “Model minori­
ty” refers to those who do not 
make trouble and always cooper­
ate.
These people came over with 
nothing They were victims of 
rape, robbery and culture shock to 
name a few, Fong .said. Asians did 
not grasp the English language 
well, and resided in unsafe areas 
in low-income housing.
Domestic violence, although 
unreported, was also rampant, 
she said.
“Abuse went unreported. It 
was something they kept in the 
family,” she said.
Asian women suffered a great 
deal of abuse at home.
“An example: The male can’t 
get a job, and the female is forced 
to work and bring home the 
money. The male is frustrated,” 
Fong said. “He takes out his frus­
tration and disappointment on his 
wife.”
Fong covered the treatm ent of 
Asian women through the mail­
order bride program.
Celebrate Valentine
< 2  ^  /
2 >au ßfieoUU
Buy any two of the same 
item at Lucy's Juice, Too 
or Tapango's and the second 
is free. Valid only at the Dexter 
locations Feb. 14, 1997.
Lucy's Juice, Too is 
located downstairs in 
Dexter building. 
"StJOam - 4 pm weekdays
Tapango's is between the 
library and Dexter building. 
7:45am - 2:30 pm weekdays
“The Asian women are most 
popular because they are seen as 
submissive and demure,” she 
said. “And of course they always 
do what they are told.”
The husband holds the condi­
tional residency against his for­
eign bride. The women are forced 
to stay in the marriage or be sent 
back. The only way out is the 
death of the husband.
Despite the adverse conditions 
Fong portrayed of early and 
recent Asian women, Fong also 
showed many statistics that 
showed Asian women in a suc­
cessful light.
At least 29 percent of profes­
sional and executive management 
in the workforce are Asian 
women. On the average, Asian 
women are earning more per 
hour, as well as in yearly salaries, 
than Caucasian women.
Several audience members 
asked, “Why do Asian women get 
so little recognition?”
“The media always has a 
major role in meeting the 
American consciousness of what’s 
going on,” Fong said. “Americans 
have had such a love-hate rela­
tionship with Asians that it's diffi­
cult for Asian women to be recog­
nized."
Some of those attended the lec­
ture said th a t the hardships 
Asian women experience mirror 
those that face other groups of 
women.
“The concerns of women in 
general are underrepresented," 
said junior Marissa Famularo. 
“As a minor in women studies, I 
am trying to go to all of the lec­
tures I can.”
X iKo
Londoni 
Athens! 
Tokyo! 
Washington l  i
on R/T iHirthM«. 
UwK and
ram  are eadi wiv tatcd  
U.S. and rareion deoarture 
ar« not tndudrd. m en  and avaiUbility 
arr subjetl to dtan e^.
Q hiik’ì I Travcl ^
* 903 Embarcadero Del Norte 
Isla Vista
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Abuse ior MAC $4*1.99 
Tomb Raider for DOSyWIN: $42.99 
Diablo for WIN: $43.99 
WarcroitnforMAC/WIN: $49.99
Monty Python-€luest ior the Holy Graü
forMAC/WIN: $52.99
new stuff
at el
corral's
computer
store
Adobe Acrobat 3,0 for WIN/MAC: $39.99 
Adobe Pagem aker 6.5 for MAC (coming 
soon)/WIN: $162.00
Adobe Photoshop 4.0 for WIN/MAC: $225.00 
Adobe Pagem ill 2.0 for MAC; $64,99 
Adobe Illustrator 6.0 for MAC; $ 121.00
Guitarist with the sound of an orchestra
Alex de Grassi performs 
for lovers Valentine's 
Day night in PAG
Looking for some mood 
music on Valentine’s Day?
Jazz acoustic guitarist AJex 
de Grassi promises to romance 
his audience at the Performing 
Arts Center Friday night.
De Grassi said his music is 
for the heart and soul.
He described his style as a 
“melting pot,” combining Latin 
and African rhythms with a 
touch of British Isle folk music.
An alumnus of U.C.
Berkeley, de Grassi started
playing the guitar a t age 12 and learned mostly by ear, as well as 
friends and other accomplished guitarists. Not until after he 
received his college diploma did de Grassi start taking classical 
guitar and composition classes. He said he is well known for his 
unusual open guitar tunings, which characterize his music. This 
technique creates richer tones and harmonies by playing multiple 
notes at the same time.
“I’ve picked various features of many talented artists and com­
bined them with my own personal style,” he said.
Take your valentine to the PAC on Fri., Feb. 14 a t 8 p.m. Ticket 
prices are $5 and $7. Call SLO-ARTS for reservations. -  Adrienne 
Gross
Alex de Grassi, Perfoming Arts Center 
Friday, Feb. 14. 8 p.m. for $5 and $7
Microsoft Front Page 97 for WIN: $4199 
Microsoft M oney 97 for WIN: $29.99 
Microsoft Office 97 for WIN (coming soon): 
Standard $146.00 (limited to incoming stock). 
Professional $185.00
RE-ENTRY
PROGRAM
For students 
over 25 who 
are returning to 
or beginning 
college life• Located in Student Life and Activities,
Women’s Center, University Union
• Julie Smith, Coordinator
• Call 756-2600 for information, or e-mail jsmith@calpoly.edu
• www.calpoly.edu/~wps/reentry
IN F O R M A T IO N
5 4 1 -B U S S
Please Do 
Use eu
Por /oier-CatiipuaJTrat/el
(pusee  g e t  to o  crowded and people can ’t  g e t  hom e.)
From the UU to the Stadium
Q u e s tio n e  call C o m m u te r  
Services a t  X 6 6 6 0
ÙOL&U.Ù
Altera Corporation, located in 
the heart of Silicon Valley in 
beautiful Northern California, 
has set the pace from the 
start in high-performance, 
high-density programmable 
logic devices and associated 
computer-aided engineering 
(CAE) logic development tools. 
Our team of professionals 
is among the best in the 
business, and we've made 
a solid commitment to 
continue to grow and expand 
with only the best.
For the past three years, we 
have consistently produced 
record sales results, going 
from S I40 million to over 
$400 million. As you can 
see, we set aggressive 
goals and achieve them
B M s  in C ouf't 
The time has never been 
better than now to join an 
All-Star team of professionals 
setting league records at a 
consistent pace. The ball is 
in your court. We w ill be 
interviewing on campus 
February 21 & March 3.
For interview consideration, 
please sign up at your 
Career Planning and 
Placement Office.
Positions Ao-Oiiiaiie:
• S o ftw are  Engineers
• P roduct/Test Engineers
• Design Engineers
• Applications Engineers
• Sales Engineers
• Technical W riters  
• Finance, M IS  
........an d  m ore!
If you can't visit us on 
campus, send your resume 
to; Altera Corporation, 
Human Resources,
Attn: Heelie Drury, College 
Recruiter, 2610 Orchard 
Parkway, San Jose, CA 
95134-2020; fax: 408-435-5065; 
e-mail: hdrury@ altera.com. 
To learn more about Altera, 
see our home page at 
http://www.altera.com
We are an Equal 
Opportunity Employer.
A LEADER in Programmable Logic.
SENATE fnmf)age2
colleges argued that they have an 
equal stake in the broad knowledge 
of their students.
'The senate eventually passed a 
resolution for the new committee to 
have weighted membership.
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A director, two members from 
the College of Science and 
Mathematics, two from the College 
of Liberal Arts and one from each of 
the other colleges will form the com­
mittee. Members will be able to 
serve up to two consecutive three- 
year terms.
T O R T IL U  FLATS!
f 1 FIRE & ICE
S W E E T H E A R T  S P E C I A L  
-------- F R ID A Y  F E B .  1 4 T H ----------
Sizzling Skillets of Fajitas For TWO  
Served Table side with an p\> 
Icy Pitcher of Gold Margaritas
l ) \ ^ ( : l ^ ( ;  AKTKK 9 PM
1051 NIPOM O • D O W N T O W N  S L O
_________ 5 4 4  - 7 5 7 5 ----------------
S o w i Lci/t
TorhlLFIah
^
WORK WITH CHILDREN THIS SUMMER
on Huntington Lake in the Sierra National Forest is now 
hiring general counselors and instructors in: archery, horse­
back riding, sailing, windsurfing, riflery, rockclimbing and 
others for the 1997 summer season. A representative with 
be at the Job Fair on Thursday. Please drop by for an 
application or call 1-800-554-2267 for more information.
WWW. go Ida rrowcamp. com
Adaptec -  Cure for the Common Career
>•4
System and network ' % . ' . , : * It’s as common as pulling an
all-nighter or dining on —  : - r  fo r breakfast. Assignments today are 
just more data-intensive, with multimedia and massive files to  download, 
manipulate, and forward. Enter Adaptec. Our formula helps systems run 
more < 1*“ so people can be more productive. W e’ve shown
a healthy profit every quarter for the last 12 years, resulting in continuous 
and numerous opportunities for you. Discover our fast, 
proven for the common career -  at Adaptec.
U ltra SCSI G iveaw ay
Attend an upcoming Information Session with Adaptec at your school and 
you’ll be entered into a drawing for a chance to  win an Adaptec 2940 Ultra 
SCSI host adapter k it for your PC (a $300 value).
C al  Poly Inform ation  Session
Friday, March 7 • 6:30 - 8:00 pm • Staff Dining Rm. B
Have dinner on us! Pizza and drinks will be served.
Engineers, sign up at your career center for an
O n -C ampus Interview
Monday, March 10
I f  unable to attend any o f our events, please send your resume to: Adoptee,
University Relations. Dept. SLO, 691 South Milpitas Blvd.. MS-ISA, Milpitas, CA 95035.
Fax (408) 957-7810. Email: jobs@corp.adaptec.com. An equal opportunity employer. 
Principals only, please, a* tmdrmvrks Mong to thffr retptrtnt componm
ddapfec
www««daptec.com G u a r a n t e e d  R e l i e f  I n s t a n t l y
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Poet, professor shares life experiences and influences in his work
By Shona Pruitt
Doily Staff Writer
Monday night was Kevin 
Clark’s night.
SLO NightWriters featured 
the local poet a t its monthly 
writer’s group meeting.
This wasn’t the usual poetry 
reading. Clark, a Cal Poly 
English professor, read selected 
writings and talked about his 
influences, styles and subjects 
that direct his poetry.
Clark’s passion for his poetry 
came through enthusiastically in 
his voice as he recalled the place 
he first began to tell stories — at 
the dinner table. As a child, 
Clark’s father would encourage 
his children to tell entertaining 
and funny stories. To make the 
stories interesting, Clark some­
times had to exaggerate the 
truth.
Clark had several influences 
in his life. Those include the
death of his father when Clark 
was just 14 years old, rock ‘n’ roll 
music, his sexuality, his wife and 
children, as well as teachers and 
poets.
“Ultimately any influence is a 
vehicle or an agent that opens you 
up to yourself,” Clark said.
Authentic is how Clark said he 
feels when he iden- — ■ 
tifies with his influ­
ences.
“So if I’m looking 
at a painting that I 
like, it’s showing me 
something; it’s con­
necting with some- ----------------
thing in me, thus showing me 
something authentic about 
myself,” he said. “And I feel 
authentic listening to rock ‘n roll 
that I particularly like or reading 
a poet that I’m deeply moved by. I 
think it’s making you closer and 
closer to all of those competing 
emotions th a t constitute your 
own identity.”
Clark writes in free verse but 
his style has changed through the 
years. Earlier works like “Death 
Comes for the Old Cowboy” were 
slower, reflective poems that cre­
ated an image under poet Robert 
Frost’s influence. He said later 
works like “The End” are full of 
high velocity and tumbling lan-
have to live up to a macho ideal.
Clark said he writes and sub­
mits poems to magazines. He 
already has two chapbooks, 
“Window Under a New Moon” 
and “Granting the Wolf,” and has 
been published in many literary 
journals.
Clark, like most poets, said he 
has several 
poems at various 
stages which he 
works on all the 
time. He writes 
until he thinks 
Cal Poly English professor and poet he’s gone as far 
-------------------------------------------------------  as he can with a
"Ultimately any influence is a vehicle or 
an agent that opens you up to yourself/'
-Kevin Clark,
guage more like poet Dylan 
Thomas.
Three primary subjects — 
death or mortality, sexual love, 
and quest for the meaning of life 
— are found in his poetry, he said. 
He also has some unpublished 
works he calls “stupid men 
poems” about men who make 
ridiculous choices and think they
piece, then submits it to his writ­
ing group friends for a read. With 
their help he said he revises until 
he thinks if he does anymore he 
will kill it.
“Works of art aren’t perfect — 
that’s why you have to abandon 
them,” he said. “There’s some­
thing nice about the rough edges 
of a work.”
SLO NightWriters meet every 
second Monday for a general 
meeting and a guest speaker. 
“Clark v'as very honest and sin­
cere in what he gave us,” said 
Shirley Powell, Planning Director 
for SLO NightWriters.
Powell, who is also a writer in 
the group, hasn’t tried much poet­
ry. However, Clark inspired her to 
get in touch with her emotions.
“He makes poetry sound allur­
ing enough to make me think I’m 
missing something and I should 
try my hand at it,” Powell said.
Clark said he has become an 
influence to his nine-year-old son, 
Joe, who has won the District 
Poetry Contest for two years in a 
row.
Given his son’s work, Clark 
said he thinks his father might be 
a second generation influence. 
Clark too has his son tell stories 
at the dinner table.
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POLY REPS WANT U
2/13 Mandatory Meeting 7-8:30 pm 
@ PAC Room 124
Valentine’s Day 
Bandigrams
Info UU Plaza Feb 11-14th
A . \ \ o r N ( ; i - : . \ i i : . \  r s
ASI FACILITIES & OPERATIONS 
Looking for quality students 
Applications available; UU 217A 
APPLY NOW! DEADLINE: 2/14
CPTV CPTV CPTV
Weekly Newscast on Sonic Cable 
Channel 6 at 7 pm Friday Nights. 
Newscast is Broadcast on KSLO 
Channel 20
Tune in to Cal Poly Television
In the process of compiling ASI 
Student Directory. If you DO NOT 
want your name, address, or phone 
# . submit in writing to UU 217A 
by Friday. Feb. 14
/ \  . \  N ( ) u  N c  1 ■: .\ 11-: N r s  .
OPEN HOUSE
Club Reps 
Meeting Thursday 
11 am Bldg 03 Room 213 
Be There!
( í U l í l i K  N i ; w s
GET EXCITED A<I>!! 
for our second annual 
SILVER BALL
KAÖ invites all Cal Poly women 
to their Open House on Feb 13 
at 7 pm. Call 545-9930 for info!
The Brothers of f lKA would like 
to thank the Sisters of IK  for 
a great exchange!
L o s  I l - 'o i '.M )
Found lady's watch w/rings 
attatched. near Cal Poly. Call 
to identify 543-2079. Byron.
LOST: GOLD NECKLACE 
EXTREME PERSONAL VALUE!!
IF FOUND CALL;546-0687 REWARD!!
S i- : i< v ic i :s
Alpha Crisis Pregnancy Center 
24 Hour Lifeline-Confidential 
Free Pregnancy Testing 
541-CARE (541-2273)
L.V1IM.(
Help Wanted; CGI/PERL 
Programmers Call 528-2100
SCORE MORE!! 
GMAT 72 PTS 
GRE214 PTS 
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176
(  ) l ’ l ’( )l< I I M  l i i :s
mCAUTIONM!
Make No Investments or Provide 
No Banking or Credit Information 
Without Investigating Advertisments 
in the Opportunities Section
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE $500 IN 
ONE WEEK! Greeks. Groups. Clubs. 
Motivated Individuals. Fast. easy. 
No financial obligation.
(800) 862-1982 Ext. 33
It’s no longer necessary to borrow 
money for college. We can help 
you obtain findings. Thousands 
of awards available to all students. 
Immediate qualification.
Call 1-800-651-3393
KENNOLYN CAMPS
In Santa Cruz - Many Positions 
Available. Visit us at the Summer Jobs 
Fair on Feb. 13 or call 408-479-6714. 
E-mail us at Kennolyn@aol.com or 
check out our web page 
www.kennolyn.com
Paid Management Internship
Student Works Painting is now 
hiring for Spring/Summer 1997 
Seeking motivated applicants 
for high level internship. 
Duties include interviewing, 
hiring, development of customer 
relations, control of marketing 
& sales. & production management.
Call 1-800-394-6000. E-mail 
address; swpaintg@ix.netcom.com
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS
High Sierras Co-Ed. North of Lake 
Tahoe. Walton’s Grizzly Lodge 
P.O. Box 519 Portola, CA 96122
Summer Work as Camp Counselors 
Work with children and adults 
with disabilities near Santa Cruz. 
Applications and interviews 
on campus Feb. 13 at Job 
Fair. Camp Harmon $155 wk+rm/bd
T o k  S . \ l h
BUNNIES
Free to Good Home 
Call 541-9520
H ( K ) m . \ i . \ n : s
Room for Rent
Spring Quarter. Single/Shared Female 
Utilities Included. Walk to Poly. 
781-8748
1 l( ).\I1LS |- (  )H S .M .L
Best Priced Homes/Condos for Sale 
Avail on Cam pus-15 Yrs Experience 
Marguerite C21 SLO R/E 541-3432
FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO
Steve Nelson - Nelson Real Estate 
***546-1990***
R i : U ( î ( ) l  S
Metropolitan Community Church 
Caring ministry affirming gay 
and lesbian persons - Sunday 
10:30 am SLO Meadow Park 481-9376
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Men's hoops: It doesn't get much bigger than this
By Franco Castaldini
Daily Staff Writer
The mother of all hasketball weekends arrives in 
San Luis Obispo, the one that Cal Poly fans have been 
anticipating all year. The big whammy.
• IVIen^ s basketball______________
Whatever people want to call it. Cal Poly (11-12, 4-
6) will face the most athletic team and the highest 
ranked team in the Big West Conference.
Starting tonight. Long Beach State (8-12, 4-6) 
comes to Mott Gym for a 7 p.m. matchup with Cal Poly. 
Some picked the 49ers as the best team in the confer­
ence at the start of the season. That prediction quick­
ly changed when the 49ers lost seven out of their first 
11 games.
“If we beat Long Beach, that puts us in second 
place,” said senior guard Shanta Cotright. 
“Nontheless, this is a big weekend for us. We have the 
No. 1 and No. 2 teams coming in.”
On Saturday afternoon, the top team in the Big 
West Conference strolls into town. University of the 
Pacific (18-2, 9-1), consistently receiving Top 25 votes 
since its 73-56 victory over Georgetown Dec. 28, will 
put its almost perfect conference record on the line 
against the Mustangs.
Cal Poly has played both teams away this season, 
losing in the second half by close margins. Against 
Long Beach State, the Mustangs led by four at the end 
of the first half and eventually blew the game, 89-80. 
The story behind that loss had one similar tale and one 
surprising statistic.
Rebounding has plagued the Mustangs all season, 
but Cal Poly also didn’t force turnovers. The Mustangs 
were outrebounded 36-28 and only turned the ball 
over 12 times. The combination of a high rebounding 
margin for Long Beach State and a low turnover 
amount leads to a tough uphill battle.
“That was the least amount of turnovers we forced 
all season,” said Cal Poly head coach Jeff Schneider. 
“We have to get to the ball quicker.”
Long Beach State’s head coach Wayne Morgan was 
successful preparing his team against Cal Poly’s press
the first time around, but that doesn’t ease any ten­
sions he faces the second time.
“Cal Poly plays a unique style, .so you can’t ever get 
comfortable to play them,” Morgan said. “You have to 
just prepare to play them.”
Two 49ers caused the most damage against the 
Mustangs. Guards James Cotton and Brandon Titus 
combined for 52 points. Cotton had a career night 
against Cal Poly, scoring 31 points.
“We have to do a really good job against Cotton and 
Titus,” Schneider said. “We have to get to Cotton real­
ly early and not give him a free look. We have to reduce 
the amount of shots he takes.”
Cal Poly had problems guarding Cotton on the 
press. The 6-foot, 5-inch junior, who some say will 
eventually become a first-round NBA pick, had sever­
al open looks from beyond the three-point arch in the 
second half. Cotton leads the conference with 23 points 
a game and ranks ninth in the nation.
“I don’t think you can shut them out because they 
are averaging 40 points between them,” Schneider 
said.
That game also sparked Schneider to lash out at his 
team’s performance. When asked how he was going to 
improve the team’s rebounding woes, Schneider said, 
“Sign better players.”
Since then, Schneider has received both criticism 
and praise for his actions. He also fumbled with his 
lineups to find a solution for the team’s most evident 
problem. Cotright and sophomore forward Ross 
Ketcham found the bench as a result of their lacklus­
ter performances during the Mustangs’ mild losing 
streak (three straight losses).
“I need to improve my game because they beat us 
last time,” Cotright said. “That kind of started the skid 
for us.”
•Tickets are still available for students for both 
games. Saturday’s game is Cal Poly’s last conference 
game at home. The Mustangs will have a non-confer­
ence game against Idaho State on Tuesday for their 
home finale. This will also be the last home game in a 
Mustang uniform for Cotright, senior guard Colin 
Bryant, and senior forward Damien Levesque.
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Daily ptioto by Dawn Kalmar
Senior guard Shanta Cotright and the Mustangs looks to avenge an 
early season loss to Long Beach State and bring their record to .500.
Double by Kidd w ins it in 10th for Mustangs
By Kimberiy Kaney
Doily Staff Writer
Senior second baseman Scott 
Kidd was the hero of the Cal Poly 
baseball game Wednesday night 
against the Westmont College 
Warriors, hitting a double in the 
10th inning to give the Mustangs a 
close 5-4 victory.
Westmont
Cal Poly
“Good teams find ways to win,” 
Kidd said. “The pitchers won the 
game for us.”
After a scoreless first inning, the 
Mustangs started putting the bat to 
the ball. Third baseman Steve 
Rohlmeier reached base first with a
SCHEDULE^
T O D A Y ’S  G A M E S
•  Men’s basketball vs. Long Beach 
State @ Mott Gym, 7 p.m. *
T O M Q P R O W ’ S  G A M E S
•  Baseball vs. San Jose State @ 
Sinsheimer Park, 1 p.m.
•  Women's basketball vs. Univ. of North 
Texas @ Mott Gym, 7 p.m. *
•  Women’s tennis vs. Univ. of Portland 
@ Cal Poly, 1 p.m.
• Softball vs. St. Mary’s College @ St. 
Mary’s, 2/4 p.m.
*Big West Conlertnct Ganra
C A L  POLY 
S P O R TS H O T L IN E
756 -SCOR
double. R.J. Radler followed up with 
a home run to bring the score to 2-0.
Despite a key play by Kidd, who 
jumped up to stop a low-flying line 
drive, the Warriors came back with 
four big hits and two runs. Mustang 
right fielder John Arnold scored a 
run in the bottom of the third to keep 
the Mustangs ahead4-2.
A Mustang error in the top of the 
fifth opened up a chance 
for the Warriors to tie 
the game. Pitcher Matt 
Jeckell overthrew the 
ball to Kidd to tag out the Warrior 
runner, but instead the runner 
advanced to third base. A wild pitch 
then allowed the tying run to 
advance to second base.
After these two runners scored, 
the Mustangs changed pitchers, 
bringing in Jeff Wallace to end the 
inning at 4-4.
The score remained tied for the 
next four innings taking the game 
into extra innings. The Mustangs 
changed pitchers again in the sev­
enth, replacing Wallace with fresh­
man Josh Morton.
In the bottom of the eighth, the 
Mustangs had a chance to take the 
lead when Kidd, the go-ahead run 
reached second base. But, the 
Warriors’ defense stopped Cal Poly 
again from advancing.
The Mustangs had a scare in the 
tenth when Westmont’s Darrin 
Dickey hit a sacrifice bunt to 
advance the go-ahead run to second 
base. This time Cal Poly’s defense 
was able to get the final out to end 
the inning.
In the bottom of the tenth inning
shortstop Matt Elam hit a single. 
Kidd hit the game winning double to 
center field to bring Elam home and 
end the game, 5-4.
Kidd arrived only 20 minutes 
before game time after taking two 
midterms. He started out hot this 
season going 13-17 with eight RBI.
Head coach Ritch Price also cred­
ited the Mustangs win to the 
strength of their pitchers.
“In the game of baseball pitching 
can decide the game,” said Price, 
who added he was happy with all 
three pitchers’ performances.
Morton got the win eifter pitching 
four innings giving up only two hits 
with four strike outs.
Ptching also played a big part in 
the Mustangs game Tuesday 
against Fresno State. Ptcher Mike 
Zirelli got his first career save clos­
ing the door in the eighth inning. 
The Mustangs beat 23rd ranked 
Fresno State 12-9. Cal Poly fought 
back from a 4-0 deficit, tied it in the 
third, trailed 6-4 after five, then put 
seven on the board in the sixth.
Price said the game was very 
emotional.
“If we had lost (Wednesday) it 
would have taken all the thrill out of 
(TXie.sday’s) game,” Price said.
The Mustangs, now 8-1 on the 
season, have to keep their momen­
tum going as they face San Jose 
State this weekend. The Spartans 
enter the week with a perfect 7-0 
mark.
Price plans to start pitchers 
Chad Snowden, Zirelli, and Ken 
Dolan this weekend.
Belle admits to gambling 
but not on baseball
By Ken Berger
Associated Press
CLEVELAND — Albert 
Belle, the slugger whose career 
has been tainted by temper out­
bursts, suspensions and fines, 
has admitted under oath that he 
recently lost as much as $40,000 
gambling on sports.
Belle, who left the Cleveland 
Indians and became baseball’s 
highest-paid player by signing a 
$55 million, five-year contract 
with the Chicago White Sox in 
November, said Tuesday he bet 
on pro football and college bas­
ketball.
He answered the questions 
about gambling during a six- 
hour deposition in a civil lawsuit 
related to a confrontation he had 
with Halloween pranksters in 
1995.
Belle’s lawyer, Jose Feliciano, 
said Wednesday his client did 
not gamble on baseball games.
“None of this stuff had to do 
with baseball,” Feliciano said. 
“Absolutely none of it.”
Gambling is a misdemeanor 
in Ohio, but it was unclear if 
Belle would face criminal 
charges as a result of his testi-
mony. Cuyahoga County prose­
cutor Stephanie Tubbs Jones did 
not return a telephone message 
Wednesday.
Baseball’s rules are clear; A 
player is prohibited from betting 
on major league games. A viola­
tion could mean suspension for 
one year or for life if a bet is 
placed on the player’s own team.
“There’s a rule on the books 
about betting on baseball,” said 
major league baseball 
spokesman Rich Levin, who said 
officials were aware of Belle’s 
testimony.
Lawyer Richard Lillie, repre­
senting the guardian of a teen­
ager who contends Belle injured 
him with his truck, said 
Wednesday he sought to attack 
Belle’s credibility by questioning 
him about gambling and other 
aspects of his past, including 
treatment for alcohol dependen­
cy.
“He acknowledged $40,000 in 
gambling debts,” Lillie said.-“He 
acknowledged purchasing 
money orders in amounts under 
$10,000 to pay those debts. He 
acknowledged betting on profes­
sional football and college bas­
ketball.”
